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HK: Predictable playbook from Carney chews up Beto, the Hunter
map gives Speaker Phelan a gift

Memo to Dems: Social media may turn out the base but it takes relentless TV and
radio driving up an opponent’s negatives among independent voters to even have a
chance

The dollar totals are not yet in, but it appears that Beto O’Rourke spent more than $60 million to
essentially turn out the Democratic base vote.

It may have been the worst performance in the country for the dollars spent.

There will be long and arduous critiques including the fact that the El Pasoan has now tried three
times to create a favorable first impression – a generally impossible task even for the best of
candidates. But substance mattered less this time than the fact that he wanted to re-make what drives
elections.

That’s a fool’s errand.

First, putting Dobbs and Roe v. Wade aside for a moment, the race was always going to come down
to the 12 to 15 percent who self-identify as independents but typically lean Republican. These people
are not reached by Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. They are only reachable by the two traditional
media platforms that O’Rourke’s team apparently disdains: TV and radio.

We don’t know O’Rourke’s full burn rate over the summer. But the favorable numbers his well-
attended rallies might have produced amongst persuadable voters were washed away with a relentless
TV and radio attack-campaign beginning two weeks before early voting.

As we predicted months ago, Dave Carney-style advertising was going to chew up Beto and spit him
out. Even amateur consultants know that “kinder and gentler” messages are typically useless in
political campaigns.
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The closest the race ever got was when the “punch you in the face” ads developed by Mothers
Against Greg Abbott and It Could Have Been Worse, LLC peaked in the summer, driving Abbott’s
negatives through the ceiling—so much so that Carney spent virtually the whole war chest on
everything from block walkers to embedded video ads on financial news sites like MarketWatch all
with the unified message of how dangerous O’Rourke was.

Neither MAGA nor It Could Have Been Worse had the funds to sustain their attacks in a serious way
through election day. And of course, Beto’s final closing ad was almost apologetic, saying that he did
not believe Greg Abbott woke up intending to hurt school children.

Message to candidates: Relentless attack ads left unanswered by counter-attack ads shown to the
same target audience of persuadable voters leads to predictable consequences.

Second memo to O’Rourke Central: social media might turn out your base but is almost completely
useless in reaching those persuadables.

Third memo to challengers—study your opponent. The Abbott/Carney playbook was completely
predictable but enhanced by their willingness to spend down to the point there was only $4M cash on
hand according to the last Abbott Campaign expenditure report. The fact that O’Rourke’s team had to
know what was about to be unleashed and thought likeability might overcome the onslaught was
misguided at best.

Fourth, ignore focus groups and internal polling at your peril. The Abbott message was driven by
what voters feared, not about what he was going to do. As soon as the last O’Rourke commercial
promised that the candidate would “fully fund public education,” the race was over. That was policy
talk perhaps intended to turn out a few teachers but there were far more compelling frames available.

O’Rourke had the tools to be competitive, but a choice was made not to use them.

That Democrats could not get much above base vote against what, on paper, was a highly flawed and
vulnerable Republican slate rests at the feet of the fund-raiser in chief which made him the major-
domo of the Democratic effort.

The net result is that Democratic ineptitude returned the Republican Primary into the only election
that matters in the state. With a typical turnout around 1.5M, that means that 750,000 inflamed
activists govern a state of 31 million.

All of which means culture wars and separately, threats to business by Abbott and Lt. Gov. Dan
Patrick could go unchecked.

Besides the Republican slate, the major winner in the evening was Speaker Dade Phelan who had
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tasked Redistricting Committee Chairman Todd Hunter with building a map that included 87 safe
Republican seats. Republicans are just shy of that goal but most importantly, Phelan is spared a super-
majority.

As a sophomore Speaker he now understands that neither Abbott nor Patrick are allies and Patrick
will continue in his efforts to rally the base into isolating the Speaker. Though it is worth noting that
Patrick’s chief strategist Allen Blakemore publicly pushed back against the State Republican
Executive Committee vote calling for an end to all Democratic chairs in the Legislature.

Phelan’s first challenge will be in the House GOP Caucus, where Republican Party of Texas
Chairman Matt Rinaldi’s effort to eliminate Democratic legislative chairmen will be a serious order
of business. Phelan has dismissed the idea, but this will be the first test of his ability to lead his
Caucus.

As one longtime observer remembered, former Speaker Tom Craddick lost his speakership largely
because he dis-invested so many members in the process. They had nothing to lose by making the
House as dysfunctional as possible.

With only 140-day sessions, consensus can either be bullied, as in the Senate, or negotiated as
historically has been the case in the House.

Advocates long ago gave up on influencing the Senate where only Lt. Gov. Patrick’s opinion matters
and the senators have been diminished by that fact. It’s our understanding that Patrick has given
permission for certain business groups to “work the Senate” on contentious issues.

Particularly after this election, the State of Texas needs the House to be the adult in the room.
Hopefully, Phelan is now strong and confident enough to do the job.

But that is a column for another day.
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